
HEARING LOSS
YOU HAVE A LOT TO LOSE

Fleas blast 
the retch

cup.

{Please pass the ketchup}

1 in 3 Americans over the age of 40
have hearing loss. 

Hearing loss is not something to “get by with.”
If you, or your friends or family

think you have hearing loss, you probably do. 

Make an appointment with me today,
for a free hearing examination.

Just call 435.644.8585 and ask for Doug
or stop by my office at:
PRECISON HEARING

75 East 200 South #1
Kanab, Utah

(inside Kane County Eye Center)

Not sure if your’re ready for an exam?
Get our free report on hearing loss at

xxx.com



 

 Golf Legend Arnold Palmer said, “I, like thousands of other people, was reluctant to (wear 
hearing aids).   I had many tests through the years that indicated a gradual hearing loss and 
that I should do something about it to enhance the quality of life.” 

Former President Bill Clinton sought treatment for hearing loss during his second term in the White 
House. He was fitted with hearing aids in 1997 to combat high-frequency hearing loss which inter-
fered with his understanding of certain words.

Actress Jodie Foster experienced vertigo/hearing loss in 2002. She sought treatment and now wears 
hearing aids.

Hearing aids improved their lives. . . 
      . . . Could hearing aids make a difference in your life?
  
If you answer “Yes” to just one questions below, you need a hearing check by a trained professional:

1.       Do you often ask others to repeat themselves?

2.       Do you have a hard time following a discussion when in a group of people?

3.       Do you like the volume on the TV so loud others complain?

4.       Do people seem to mumble more than they used to?

5.       Has someone close to you commented on your poor hearing?
             Note: The information on this page is not intended to treat or diagnose medical conditions. 

Hearing loss usually happens very gradually – so gently in fact that most people don’t even notice it.

                         

 Arnold Palmer was. He said, “When I walked out on the golf course the first day I had a hearing 
aid, I heard things I hadn’t heard . . .  like the click of hitting a golf ball [and] the air going 
through the club when I was swinging it.  It made a tremendous difference.”

Make a difference in your life – Visit Doug Dunker at Precision Hearing. He’s 
Southern Utah’s Premier Hearing Specialist and is in Kanab the first Thurs-
day of every month at 75 East 200 South #1 (inside Kane County Eye Center)

Or give him a call at 435-644-8585 

 

What do
Arnold Palmer,
Jodie Foster,
and
Bill Clinton
have in common?

They all
wear

hearing aids.

Are you missing out?


